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Welcome from Network Clinical Director
Welcome to the first issue of the Diabetes Network NI
Newsletter.
Launched in advance of World Diabetes Day on 14
November, it aims to keep you up-to-date on all our key
achievements. In this edition you’ll find out about the work
of the Digital Sub-Group, hear from a Network member
and get the latest from our Network partners.
Further information is available on our webpage at: https://
Dr Hamish Courtney, Clinical Director
tinyurl.com/5xc49db6

Network Group spotlight Digital
Dr Una Graham, Chair of the Digital
Sub-Group, shared her delight in
managing this regional group of
healthcare professionals, service leads Dr Una Graham
and people living with diabetes, alongside Diabetes UK.
Together the group are:
 Developing a new regional model for insulin pumps.
 Exploring and supporting new and existing technology

including use of Glucose Monitoring devices.
 Launching a regional Diabetes Apps Library for all type
of diabetes. More...https://tinyurl.com/5atxbfpa
 Supporting use of the Northern Ireland Electronic Care

Record and Patient Portal.
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Congratulations to the National
Diabetes Inpatient Covid-19
Response Group, which includes
Dr Hamish Courtney, on receiving
a Special Judges’ Award in the
Quality in Care Diabetes 2021 for
their efforts to support healthcare
professionals caring for people
living with diabetes during the
pandemic. Find out more at:
https://tinyurl.com/5dsz3jwd
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Network Member Spotlight
“I’m Muriel McCullins and
I live with Type 1
diabetes. I am delighted
to be a service user/carer
representative on the
Network Education
Group. I help improve delivery of education
courses for people living with diabetes
(DESMOND, DAFNE and CHOICE) and
training for health care professionals.”

The diabetes in pregnancy group has
developed a downloadable leaflet to
encourage women planning a pregnancy to
seek advice to help reduce risks.
Pre-pregnancy diabetes clinics, run by all
Trusts, review medication and give advice
on diet, physical activity, smoking and
alcohol. https://tinyurl.com/yx6cb2s9

 1 December 2021 - Network Executive

Meeting
To mark World Diabetes Day on 14
November, Diabetes UKNI will launch its
‘Diabetes is Serious’ report at Stormont. The
findings and recommendations for the future
of diabetes care in Northern Ireland will be
shared at a later date.

 2 December 2021 - Diabetes Pathway

Workshop
 8 December 2021 - Network Board

Meeting

Looking out for the ‘4 Ts’

In addition, there will be lots of activities to
help raise awareness of diabetes in NI. These
include some councils and Magee campus
lighting up their buildings in blue - https://
tinyurl.com/4v44hy69

The Public Health Agency is urging parents
not to ignore the signs of Type 1 diabetes in
children:
 Toilet - going to the loo a lot, bed wetting

starts unexpectedly;
 Thirsty - child being really thirsty;
 Tired - feeling more tired than usual;
 Thinner - losing weight or looking thinner

than normal.
Derry City Council office

Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/tmw336r9

Further information, questions or comments?
You can contact us by email at: Diabetes.Network@hscni.net
To be added or removed from our mailing list please email us at the address
above.
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